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AN AMAZING VICTORY FOR NIELS BRUYNSEELS
The Grand Prix de la Ville de Cannes presented by Volvo offered an amazing finish to the LGCT Jumping of Cannes, with the best riders of the event 
fiercely competing against each other in the Hespérides’ arena. Qualified following the class that served as support for the Global Champions League 
presented by MTPA Constance Hôtels - Air Mauritius,  33 took the start in a bid to win the title of champion and the tempting 300,000 euros of prize-
money that included no less than 100,000 euros for the winner. And it was in front of a stadium in fervour, and following a breathtaking jump-off 
that Niels Bruynseels and Gancia de Muze were crowned the winners! In the Global Champions League, the Madrid in Motion team, in provisional 
second place following the first part of the competition Thursday, on zero penalties, again achieved two clear rounds taking here in Cannes, their 
first victory on the circuit.

In an arena filled with stars, Niels Bruynseels takes his ticket to the Super Grand Prix of Prague

The stars of show-jumping were lined up for the start of the Grand Prix de la Ville de Cannes presented by Volvo, including n°1 on the LGCT ranking, 
Daniel Deusser (GER), and n°2 Pieter Devos (BEL), who having been battling against each other since the beginning of the season. With an initial 
round comprised of 6 uprights and 7 oxers, a treble as obstacle n°6, and n°10, a double that proved itself to be problematic, the track offered 
by course designer Grégory Bodo, didn’t leave the riders indifferent. There was disillusion for the n°4 and holder of the 2018 Cannes title Peder 
Fredricson, just like for Evelina Tovek (SWE) or Marcus Ehning (GER) who also left the ring with 4 faults. All the same, ten made it to the jump-off 
including the German and Belgian but also Scott Brash, the 2014 and 2016 winner and France’s Olivier Perreau. Having the delicate task of being 
first to go in the jump-off, Qatar’s Bassem Mohammed on Gunder executed an ultra-fast round in 35’’47 but left two poles on the ground. Following 
him, Shane Breen (IRL), the first to jump a double clear in 38’’10, then Daniel Deusser who dropped the time to beat to 35’’97 after a brilliant round 
with Calisto Blue. Until nearly the end he seemed predestined to a second victory following Hamburg last weekend, but the before last to go, the 
Belgian prodigy Niels Bruynseels decided he was going to be the new “Star of Cannes”. Riding his fantastic Gancia de Muze, the rider gave one of 
the best performances of his career, taking his ticket for the Super Grand Prix of Prague in November where the winners of each stage will compete 
against each other. “It’s my very first victory on the circuit! A real boost to self-confidence! Winning Cannes, in front of the very best as well, it’s a 
dream come true. I can feel my wings growing for the future. Gancia is incredible, one of the best horses I’ve ever had in my life. She is really fast 
but I knew I had to take all the risks if I wanted to beat Daniel. I had some excellent advice before coming into the ring and wanted to give it my 
all. I know that Calisto is very fast but Gancia equally had just as much chance. I’m delighted to be going to Prague, this is really special for me. 
More so as I’m a member of the Prague Lions!” confided the athlete. Last to go, Scott Brash already a winner at Cannes in 2014 in 2016 was today 
partnering Hello Mr President but didn’t succeed in adding a third win to his tally, with an extra stride he crossed the line in 35’’66,finishing 2nd.

Global Champions League - van der Vleuten, father and son, triumph for Madrid in Motion

13 obstacles, 16 jumping efforts, numerous turns and so many decisions to take... This track standing at 1.55/1.60m served as support for the Global 
Champions League and as qualifier for the Grand Prix final. Two options for the teams, play the game and take risks or try to maintain their place 
by being careful. For those having successfully cleared the first 12 obstacles, number 13, a one stride upright–oxer double, placed alongside the 
edge of the arena really determined the outcome. Leading Thursday following the first round, the New York Empire’s saw themselves relegated to 
the bottom of the placings following the elimination of Denis Lynch/van de Vivaldi. If the performance of his fellow team-member didn’t allow him 
to claim team victory, Hans-Dieter Dreher didn’t abandon his individual objectives. Last to go, the German, already the winner of yesterday evenings 
1.50m, flew over the poles with his excellent Prinz, claiming victory by stopping the clock at 68’’66, 4 seconds faster than Great-Britain’s Ben Maher/
Explosion W, 2nd with a time of 72’’69. Also representing Great-Britain, Scott Brash/Hello Mr President was 3rd in 74’’05.
Amongst the teams, Madrid in Motion bet on the winning duo by choosing Eric and Maikel van der Vleuten. Partnering Wunschkind 19 and Verdi TN, 
the father and son each rode a perfect round allowing them to head towards victory together. “It’s brilliant that we’re both at this level and can 
compete at the same competitions! And to have been lucky enough to win such a big class as a team, it’s truly superb!” confided the pair following 
the prize-giving ceremony. With 30 extra points, Madrid in Motion now stands in 4th place on the leader board (124 points). The Shanghai Swans 
(Peder Fredricson & Daniel Deusser) 3rd here, conserve their lead on 145 points, whilst the Miami Celtics (Shane Breen & Harry Charles) are in 2nd 

position (137 points) – in front of the St Tropez Pirates (136 points) – thanks to their 2nd place this evening.

3 victories, 3 doubles in the CSI1*

Following their grand prix yesterday, riders in the CSI1* today disputed their speed classes. First to launch into action, the competitors in the 1.30m 
Prix Bord Sol didn’t hesitate to take risks in order to try and get the fastest time. Eagerly awaited, the young Charlotte Slosse (FRA) and her great 
Uzel de Kenz, on whom she dominated already yesterday in the Grand Prix Cannes Riviera, didn’t give her rivals a chance. As fast as lightening, she 
crossed the finish line more than 5 seconds ahead of her teammate, Pierre Bergonzi/ Tienanmen d’Argences (57’’53), in 52’’21. Great Britain’s Sofia 
Abramovitch/Sacrée du Rouet (58’’42) completed the leading trio.

In the 1.15m Prix Locarama, spectators were able to witness the double of France’s Chiara Stagliano who, at the reins of Aubade du Faget, following 
victory yesterday again headed her class. She completed her round in 51’’50 in front of Imogen Beecroft/Untouchable NL (54’’53) and Haya Abdulaziz 
M K Al Rabban/Cuando Z (63’’31), 2nd and 3rd respectively for pour Great Britain and Qatar.

Programmed just before the start of the 5* classes, the Prix M Gallery by Sofitel Croisette Beach saw the top pilots of the CSI1* confront each 
other over a 1.40m track. Victorious in the big classes within this section of the event on each of the previous days, Jane Richard Philips was 
unquestionably starting as favourite. The most experienced in her class and partnering Dieudonne de Guldenboom, the Swiss unsurprisingly took 
the lead by stopping the Longines clock at 53”63. Local rider Mélanie Lemoine Jondet, who has made a habit of being at the prize-givings here at 
Cannes, carried out the feat of finishing with both her horses, Ellington JSX and Cornetta 17 within the same second in 56’’48 and 56’’54, offering 
herself both 2nd and 3rd place respectively. Very much on top form throughout the three days, the rider was awarded the Nice Matin Trophy for the 
leading rider in the CSI1*.

All results: bit.ly/LGCTCannes-timing
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